SPOTLIGHT ON ACASPA MEMBERS

A cut above
Aeronaut’s Geraldine and John Clark present an overview of the rich and colorful diversity
of lightweight fabric structures created by Baytex, which in turn acknowledges the need to
employ the latest and greatest in cutting technology to guarantee speed and accuracy.
When it comes to challenges, New Zealand
seems to like punching above its weight.
Baytex Manufacturing is no exception, taking
on the world with their custom lightweight
fabric structures. Their challenge at the
moment is to juggle the four international
projects with the domestic production
of their range of rental marquees, tents,
canopies and linings.
“This year has been a bit of a windfall, normally
we would only expect to do two major
international jobs not the four we have on
the books now,” explains Andrew Lingman,
Design Manager at Baytex Manufacturing.
“It’s a bit of a delicate balance. You have to
manage things in stages, breaking each job
into bite sized pieces.”
One project is to make a canopy for an
outdoor dining area in Singapore with an area
of 170 m2… a small job in size, but challenging
because of its location on the 57th floor of a
high-rise building. There are many safety and
compliance requirements on an installation of
this kind. High winds are a design challenge…
the structure must be strong; then retract
automatically in certain weather conditions.
Baytex had to design its own winching and
pulley mechanisms as there is nothing suitable
on the market. Fire proof fabric was another
stipulation for the site.
For the next project, in Shanghai, again aloft
on the ninth floor of a shopping complex
there is a requirement for an enormous tent
to house a theatre complex with seating for
800 people, 200 m2 space backstage, plus a
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rehearsal area of another 450 m2. A project
of this nature will take about six months from
design to installation and require several
trips to site.
Baytex is located in beautiful Mt Maunganui,
a resort town on the Bay of Plenty in New
Zealand where they got their original name
of Bay Textiles. Most of their international
jobs come off their website. Others come
from business contacts and word of mouth
recommendations. Baytex also has a sales
office in Australia.
The philosophy of Baytex is one of simplicity,
quality and design innovation, while remaining
cost competitive. International competition
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can be fierce but Baytex feel they have an
edge by not only being competitive in price
but from using their design flair.
The designers play a major role in this,
working closely with clients until they
come up with a solution to make the client
completely happy. Four designers on staff is
a lot for a company with just 40 employees
but this allows Baytex to react quickly when
time is a major factor.
Andrew remembers one job for a 46m circus
tent in South Africa that was completed in
just four weeks from design to shipping. A
total of 2,500 m2 of tent. After a week and
a half for design, the factory ran 24 hours a
day for two and a half weeks of fabrication.

A splendid 44 metre circus tent in Seoul, South Korea
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In Vancouver, Canada there is a
Shakespearean festival called “Bard on the
Beach”. It has been a tradition for 20 years,
but the time has come to update the old

Designed for the iconic fantasy film, colorful silk and PVC tents provide a glimpse of another world in The Chronicles of Narnia

main theatre tent to something more modern
and functional. Baytex have come up with
a series of structural arches with sweeping
forms of PVC running from side to side,
creating an effect like the teeth of a saw.
This project is being designed and the fabric
fabricated in NZ, the steel structure will be
built in the USA, via a business partnership
arrangement.
On the local front they are currently working
in Auckland creating a cover for two netball
courts with a sprung wooden floor of 43 m x
37 m; an impressive 2500 m2 of tent area.
Baytex’s design flair was captured in the film
The Chronicles of Narnia, the story of the
Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe, where
they produced 84 ornate tents, as seen in
the images on this page.
Andrew explains, “Of the 84 tents, there
were six basic designs, each tent with its
own colour and graphics design. The ones
closest to the camera were made of silk.”
As the silk would was so thin and could
not withstand any wind, it had to first be
laminated onto a canvas backing.

“Logistically it was very difficult with all
different roll lengths,” so Andrew spent
many hours working out how many tents he
could get out of out of each roll, before being
nested and sent to the cutter. The fabricated
tents were gilded in Auckland, before being
assembled and sent to a location south of
Dunedin for the shoot.
Baytex is a family run company that has been
in operation over 34 years. Spencer Tankard
joined the company in 1976 as Managing
Director and became a full shareholder in
1991 along with his wife co-owner Wendy
Tankard. They were early adopters of
computers, CAD and automated cutting.
They have been Mac users since the Apple
Lisa, the forerunner to the Macintosh.
The CAD program Baytex use is
VectorWorks. Concepts are formed in 3D
using Touch Cad, then flattened in VW for
patterning and exported to the cutter. Where
additional engineering work needs to be
done for calculating wind loads etc., designs
are exported as DXF files for structural
engineers.

Back in 1998, with the design and
fabrication of the iconic Cats tent, Spencer
realised that they’d reached the effective
limit to hand cutting and had to move to
automated cutting. The curved patterns in
computer generated shapes were getting
just too complicated to cut on the floor.
When visiting the ACASPA Expo soon after
the installation of their Maxis ll cutter, Baytex
owner Spencer Tankard said, “The cutter is
fantastic. It’s completely revolutionised our
business.” Oddly, it was not so much the
cutting which was so revolutionary.
Spencer said previously they had done a
lot of stack cutting and not much marking.
When the cutter arrived, they went to single
ply cutting and increased the amount of
markings so everything, including strikeup marks, grommets, webbing and logo
positions were marked on the fabric. This
resulted in no great time savings in the
cutting process but great improvements
in the speed and accuracy of fabrication.
“Everything just falls together on the welder,”
he reported.
Late last year Baytex replaced that twelve
year old Maxis ll with a new multi-tool
Elektron Quattro. “The New machine is way
faster and more accurate, it performs very
well indeed” said Andrew. Rather than being
quietly retired, the old cutter is enjoying a
second life with Tauranga Canvas.
www.aeronaut.org
Aeronaut Automation manufactures a full
range of heavy-duty wide span flatbed
automated cutters for use with industrial
and recreational textiles, technical fabric,
roll fabric, high modulus composites and
corrugated cardboard. Their range of fabric
cutting technologies includes laser, rotary
blade, drag blade, crush cut, oscillating
blade and ultrasonic cutting tools.
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